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SUMMARY

The shipbuilding industry is very competitive, and shipyard management must strive to improve productivity as a way of keeping up with world competition. Analysis of the assembling of interim products through shipyard process lanes is important from a standpoint of modern shipbuilding techniques and methods which includes the lean manufacturing and design for production concepts. Whereas the design for production concept has been readily applied in many shipyards, a lean manufacturing methodology for shipyards is lacking. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide a methodology for improving the flow of interim products by applying the lean manufacturing concept. Since shipyard management is usually not sure how to approach a transformation of its facilities due to the risks involved, this paper couples lean transformation with Monte Carlo simulation in applying the key parameter for comparing productivity, man-hours. The simulation involves process engineering transformation of an actual shipyard’s panel-block assembly facilities. Application of the lean manufacturing methodology brings productivity improvements of 60%.

NOMENCLATURE

- DFP: Design for production
- IPA: Intermediate product assembly
- FCB: Flux core backing
- P: Panel
- KP: Built-up panel
- PWBS: Product work breakdown structure
- S: Section
- T: Three dimensional section

1. INTRODUCTION

Many world class shipyards have adopted design for production (DFP) concepts in order to improve their production and reduce costs. The concept of lean manufacturing has been most readily applied in Japanese shipyards such as IHI [1], [2]. Likewise, lean manufacturing has been successfully applied in many industries such as the automobile and aerospace industries [3]. One key area where shipyard facilities should be considered for lean transformation is the panel-block assembly line. The assembly of repetitive steel block interim products in a shipyard are performed along specialized process lanes known as panel line and built-up panel lines. The downstream flow of interim products includes workstations that are specially outfitted with tools and gears for completing specific activities. The aim of this paper is to display a methodology for a lean transformation of a shipyard. A case study of a shipyard was made using the following steps in developing the methodology:

- analyzing design variations and structural configurations of a shipbuilding production program;
- analyzing the constraints of the panel-block assembly lines;
- analyzing and evaluating the principle methods and sub-options of assembling panels and blocks;
- work content of a typical flat double bottom block (weld-length and man-hours);
- developing a type plan for assembling a typical double-bottom block;
- Lean transformation of the main shipbuilding processes;
- Lean transformation of a typical interim shipbuilding product;
- Monte Carlo analysis useful for estimating man-hours and minimizing risk in decision making for shipyard management.

Once the steps of analyzing a typical double bottom block are made which includes design variations and structural configurations of typical shipbuilding blocks, it is possible to approach a viable lean transformation. Application of a product work breakdown structure (PWBS) takes advantage of group technology, or the grouping of similar products through the assembly process as well as DFP [4], [5]. Lean manufacturing considers one of the key principles which are flow of interim products and built-in-quality [6], [7]. This paper shows how the proper integration of these concepts results in a near optimal lean transformation which translates into a reduction in man-hours, which means savings and cost reductions for the shipyard.

2. SHIPYARD CASE STUDY PANEL-BLOCK ASSEMBLY ILLUSTRATIONS

The present-day panel block assembly activities includes assembling a bed plate from unit plates (Figure 1) and then fitting and welding the longitudinals (Figure 2). Then transverses with cut-outs are fitted over the longitudinals and welded and finally lugs are fitted and welded as well. This is the standard method used in traditional shipyards (Figure 3) [4], [8].
Figure 1: Bed plate assembly sequence on the present panel line

Figure 2: Panel assembly on the present panel line

Figure 3: Shipyard block assembly method [4], [9]
3. LEAN TRANSFORMATION OF SHIP BLOCK ASSEMBLY

The importance of flow, especially the application of one-piece flow is key for lean transformation. Unit plates are fitted with longitudinals (see Figure 4) as opposed to first assembling a bed plate from unit plates and then fitting longitudinals as in Figure 2 above. The fitting of longitudinals on the unit plate is performed by one operator as opposed to multiple workers in the traditional process due to the greater size of the bed plate. The fitted longitudinals are then simultaneously welded with only one operator at the control panel. See Figure 4. Afterwards, the use of one-sided Flux Copper Backing (FCB) machines to weld the unit panels [1] eliminates the need for turning of the panel which is presently done in the subject shipyard (Figure 5). This transformation of assembly processes (Figure 6) results in a man-hour decrease and allows takt time to be followed which is necessary for balanced flow.

Figure 4: Assembly sequence on the Lean unit panel assembly line workstations 1-3

Figure 5: Assembly sequence on the Lean unit panel assembly line workstation 4
The transverses and longitudinals are assembled in a matrix jig off the line as recommended in the DFP manual. Then they are slid through the longitudinals, fitted and welded on the built-up panel line. The advantage of using a matrix jig [4] along with the application of the Just-in-Time (JIT) concept [7] means that the man-hours on the assembly line are drastically reduced. In traditional panel lines, transverses with cutouts instead of slots are placed over the longitudinals. Then fitters adjust the transverses until they are finally in the correct position. Afterwards, the transverses are welded to the bed plate usually manually. Finally, lugs are fitted and welded in order to meet strength requirements of the classification society. The unit panel and slot construction involves the sliding of transverses through the longitudinals. This sliding inherently takes advantage of built-in quality because the slot has a clearance of 1.5 mm (Figure 8) [1]. Therefore quality control is performed during working time. This elimination of the non-value added work [7] of additional accuracy control is compliant with lean manufacturing principles.

4. CASE STUDY INTERIM PRODUCT MAN-HOUR ESTIMATION

In order to justify an eventual lean manufacturing panel-block assembly transformation of the shipyard, it was
necessary to use a key parameter, man-hours for comparison of the present-state versus a future lean state. The following equations describe the calculation of the IPA time:

$$IPA \ time = \sum_{i=1}^{m} P + \sum_{i=1}^{n} KP + \sum_{i=1}^{p} S + \sum_{i=1}^{q} T + \sum_{i=1}^{r} Misc$$ \quad (1)$$

Lean IPA time = $C_p \times \sum_{i=1}^{m} P + C_{KP} \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} KP + C_S \times \sum_{i=1}^{p} S + C_T \times \sum_{i=1}^{q} T + C_{Misc} \sum_{i=1}^{r} Misc \quad (2)$

IPA time: All interim product assembly times in hours; P: panel, m is the number of panels in the VT section; KP: built up panels, n is the number of built up panels; S: sections, p is the number of sections; T: three dimensional sections, q is the number of three dimensional sections; Misc.: miscellaneous parts, r is the number of miscellaneous parts; C: lean transformation coefficient

The Figure below illustrates the double-bottom block treated in the case study (Figure 9).

![Double-bottom block](image)

Figure 9: The final double bottom block (Very large three dimensional section) [9]

A practical method of summing up the assembly times is shown in Table 1. Likewise, Table 2 below describes the assembly steps of the case study for the present state versus a transformed lean state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interim product designation</th>
<th>Present-state assembly time (man-hrs)</th>
<th>Transformed Lean-state assembly time (man-hrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P121</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P221</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P120</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP12</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>220.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P220</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP22</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>236.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T02</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>117,5</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T14</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Joining and welding of steel plates to form plate blanket</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Plate blanket turned over and butt welded on the second side</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Marking the plate blanket for longitudinal stiffeners, ultrasound control</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fitting and welding of longitudinals</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Transporting to the next built-up panel line</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Turning and levelling with heat</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Labelling, laying down, cutting and tack welding of transverses</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Welding of transverses and cleaning the weld</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fitting of ships equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Final three dimensional block assembly prior to erection on the slipway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. MONTE CARLO RISK ANALYSIS SIMULATION

The Monte Carlo method has shown its effectiveness in simulating duration times and man-hours in shipbuilding processes [11], [12], [13]. Likewise, stochastic modelling has shown its practicality for displaying and predicting changing behaviour of otherwise unpredictable events in large engineering production facilities [14]. The PERT (Program evaluation review technique) distribution is practical for modelling industrial man-hours [13]. Equation 3 illustrates the command used in Microsoft Excel with a risk add-on from Palisades Corporation [15], [16].

\[
\text{RISKPERT} = \text{Lower bound value, Most likely value, Upper bound value} \quad (3)
\]

From the shipyard case study, the assembly of interim products takes 2930 man-hours when the present state shipyard technology level remains the same, which is represented as the most likely value in the first row of Table 3. The lower bound value of 2051 man-hours and upper bound value of 3809 man-hours represent the range of the fixed/changing line technology application of the block assembly process using different DFP assembling methods which includes those described and explained in Figures 3 and 6. Whereas some block assembly methods from the DFP manual reduce weld length, such as use of the slot as opposed to cut-outs (see Figure 8), the man-hours actually increase when the complementary technology is not updated correspondingly. The upper bound value of 3809 man-hours represents the increase in man-hours due to the replacement of the cut-outs with slots, and not implementing the proper technology to go along with it, such as equipment necessary for the pushing of the webs or internal structure through the slots. When the improved slot methodology is complemented with the proper technology, the result is the lower bound value of 2051 man-hours which is a 30% production improvement. Application of a lean manufacturing transformation of the facilities yields an even greater productivity improvement of 1182 or 60%, which is represented in the second row of Table 3. The lower bound and upper bound values of 1123 and 1241 man-hours represent realistic fluctuations of ±5 percent from the most likely value.
The Fixed/Changing Line Technology curve (Figure 10) is a result of applying Monte Carlo simulation of the PERT distribution of values from table 3. The PERT distribution is represented by the inputted three values, minimal, maximum and most likely. The purpose of the simulation is to determine the mean value as well as illustrate the sigma or the range of most likely values between the percentiles of 5% and 95% which represent the range of realistic values that result from applying various DFP categories of block assembly methods to the traditional shipyard block assembly process (see Figure 3). The various categories include the assembly of transverses with cut-outs, with a combination of cut-outs and slots, as well as only slots.

The mean value of 2929.49 hours represents the most likely value when the technology and methodology of block assembly remain the same. The part of the curve which is to the left of the mean of 2929.49 hours decreases towards 2398.54 hours at the 5 percentile. This assembly.

On the other hand, moving to the right of the mean of 2929.49 hours is the situation when technology is not adjusted but remains fixed while applying improved methods. For instance, using the slot method but not investing in pushing type equipment for precise insertion of transverses results in a value of 3489.76 man-hours.
Finally, the Lean Transformation Line Technology curve (Figure 11) illustrates the Monte Carlo simulation with a mean value of 1182.18 man-hours which is close to the calculated value of 1182 man-hours. Please note that the x-axis (man-hours) of Figure 11 (between 1000 and 1500 hours) is a smaller range than that of Figure 10 (between 1000 and 4000 man-hours) in order to permit easier reading of the 5% and 95% values.

The lean transformation which requires changes in both technology and block assembly methodology will result in realistic values that will most likely not alter from the range between (1145.32 and 1218.74 man-hours). The standard deviation of 22.14 man-hours for Figure 11 is much lower than the standard deviation of 333.10 man-hours for Figure 11. This is evident in the narrower sigma range of Figure 11 between the 5% and 95% values (1145.32 and 1218.74 man-hours respectively) especially in comparison with Figure 10 which has a wider range between the 5% and 95% values (2398.54 and 3489.76 man-hours) along its x-axis. When the shipyard has its panel-block assembly transformed using both lean technology and methodology for block assembly, the greatest improvement of a 60% decrease from the original 2930 man-hours results, 1182.18 man-hours. Therefore, a lean transformation of the shipyard panel-block assembly line will result in greater savings in man-hours with minimal risk in man-hour discrepancies because of the well defined structure that includes one-piece flow as well as decreasing the amount of hyper motions that occur in the traditional panel-block assembly lines.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The transformed lean manufacturing work stations and technology along with one-piece flow in block assembly creates a more factory like assembly process, which results in a reduction of man-hours, as well as saved space in the shipyard. The lean transformation is justifiable due to the significant savings that could be reaped. Additionally, for future lean case studies, it would be useful to extend the analysis to outfitting activities such as pipe fitting, ladders, supports, man-hole covers, trays and other related tasks done prior to erection. The methodology would continue to analyze the present-state and perform a DFIT improvement analysis and finally a lean transformation and Monte Carlo simulation. This would aid in further reducing shipyard man-hours in the outfitting trades which are also very significant.
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